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The 21st century saw an unprecedented number of corporate scandals: Enron, 
WorldCom etc., which were used to be the world’s most famous companies. The 
revealed financial scandals call more attentions of the researchers and practitioner to 
the importance of accounting transparency. To improve accounting transparency, a 
premise and suitable evaluation framework is a must. This is what this paper is all 
about: to have a closer look at the issue of accounting transparency and its 
evaluation. 
Information asymmetry prevents investors from fully understanding of the 
opportunities and risks in the business, which leads to adverse selection and moral 
hazard on the capital market. In addition, the current legal system in China is not 
perfect, and violation of the requirements of the law and other regulations will not 
result in too much penalty. Therefore, merely relying on the mandatory disclosure by 
laws and regulations will not meet the information demand of the investors. In order 
to protect the rights of the investors, a more comprehensive evaluation is required to 
evaluate the accounting transparency of the listed companies, rather than just 
comparing the disclosure content with the mandatory requirements simply. 
Among the various kinds of information disclosed by the company, the most 
influential and fundamental one is accounting information. However, according to 
recent researches, seldom are focused on the evaluation of accounting transparency. 
Instead, most researchers use individual alternative variables to stand for the 
accounting information transparency. Although these variables are easier to measure, 
they do not reflect all the aspects. Even the existing evaluation frameworks of 
accounting transparency are thought to lack of investor protection perspective or 
lack of dynamic evaluation. 
Taking all the above into account, I meant to establish my framework from the 
standpoint of protecting the investors, viewing accounting transparency in their eyes. 














After carefully analyzing the process of accounting information flow, I 
established the framework from three dimensions: companies report contents, 
reporting efficiency and reading efficiency. Meanwhile, taking into account of the 
requirements of the government regulator and information needs of the investors, 50 
specific indexes is chosen to be used to evaluate accounting transparency.  
Finally, two listed companies, the ZTE Co. and Jiangsu YongDing Co., are 
chosen as examples of the application of the accounting transparency evaluation 
framework. Their accounting information disclosure in 2009 is evaluated and then 
compared. 
The accounting transparency evaluation framework in this paper is based on the 
viewpoint of investors. Besides, the 50 suggested evaluation indexes are determined 
taking into account of the information demand of the investors, and elements of 
protecting the investor as well. Therefore, it improves the existing accounting 
transparency evaluation framework. And it is designed to be convenient to use, too. 
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质量的会计准则。此后，时任 SEC 主席的 Arthur Levitt 也在次年，即 1997 年
的一个名为《高质量会计准则的重要性》（The Importance of High Quality 
Accounting Standards）的讲话中再次重申了这一观点②。他指出，高质量的会
计准则能够为投资者提供相关、有用的信息，并特别说明所谓的“高质量”，指
                         
① SEC．SEC Concept Release: International Accounting Standards． 
http://www.sec.gov/rules/concept/34-42430.htm,1996． 
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